Flying back-up babe wows the fans…
The Wild’r at Heart nostalgia funny car
team came to the UK in 2011, made check
out passes at the Mopar Nat’s and a half
pass nine second ET at Shaky County’s
Hot Rod Drags. This year they stepped up
big-time, running a first eight, a .22, at
Santa Pod’s Dragstalgia and then driver
Ramon van der Weurf ran his first seven, a
7 .01, to blow the doors of a genuine nitro
burnin’ nostalgia fuel coupe - that’s
definitely something to write home about!
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…and Rockin’ Ramon sets a new
Euro/Scandinavian Nostalgia funny car record
Kirsten was getting rave reviews and also steppin’ up in style, returning with the team to the Hot
Rod Drags at Shakespeare County Raceway to give fans their finest nostalgia fumy car show ever

Flying through the air with the
greatest of ease, Kirsten backed
Ramon onto the sweet spot and
he launched like a tiger…
…carrying the
front wheels
beyond the
tree to run his
quickest and
fastest pass
yet, a 6.77 at
206 mph

Ramon alters the air
pressure before his
next run, where the
Dodge got up on the
slicks, hiking the front
end on a nostalgic tall
tyre burnout

Ramon smoked his
way to half track
and Kirsten flew
after him, being
chased by a blown
Corvette and the
fans loved it!
What chopped
Model B? I’m just
lovin’ her flowing
golden mane!

A wall of smoke engulfed her to howls of anger…

…and then cheers as she emerged to guide the
Dodge back to the start line in fine flyin’ style
Agent 1320’s right; back-up
babes are boss. Kirsten’s a
winner all the way and with
numbers like these, so’s
Ramon

Of the three at left,
Kirsten’s the only one
dressed for a line dance!
A late launch perhaps,
but for the first time in
many a moon the power
of a blown alcohol car
took my knees away!
Ramon thundered by,
clicking off early for a
blistering 6.53, setting a
Euro/Scandinavian
nostalgia funny car ET
and speed record!

In one very short season the Wild’r at Heart team blasted from an 8.2 to a first seven, a zero one! And now a pair of 200mph sixes, a totally
awesome performance from a rookie nostalgia funny car team – all we need now is for Ramon to switch to nitro and we’ll all be rockin’

